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Abstract - Speech has been considered to be a most important component for human to communicate. Speech 
coding is the act of converting the speech signal in a more compressed form, which can be transmitted with less 
numbers of bits. It is not possible to access unlimited bandwidth of a channel each time we send a signal, so 
there is a need to compress speech signals. Speech compression is required in the areas of long distance 
communication, high-quality speech storage, and encryption. Speech coding is the lossy type of coding, which 
means that the output signal does not exactly sound like input. In this paper different speech coding techniques 
namely waveform coding, subband coding and linear predictive  coding are discussed. Analysis of pulse code 
modulation is done by varying number of bits using matlab. 
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I. INTRODUCTION       
Speech coding is a process of obtaining compressed 
form of speech signal. It allows efficient transmission 
of speech signal over a band limited wired or wireless 
channel. One of the most important applications of 
various speech coding techniques is security. The 
main objective for this is to represent the original 
speech using minimum number of bits so that there is 
no reduction in the perceptual quality. In wireless 
communication systems, bandwidth is the most 
important parameter to be taken into account and 
service providers are continuously met with the 
challenge of accommodating more number of users 
within a limited allocated bandwidth. To do this 
various speech coding techniques are used. 
 
II. SPEECH CODING 
 
Authors K.Satyapriya and D.Yugandhar classifies 
speech coding techniques on the basis of complexity 
and bit rate -waveform coding, subband coding and 
linear predictive coding. It explains coding and 
decoding procedures for all the three technique 
mentioned above .In LPC they have used 10 
coefficients .This paper concludes that LPC 
reconstructed speech gives lower pitch value. The 
sub band coding reduces the error and the 
compression can be controlled by sampling rate 
conversion. The waveform coding provides 
significant compression with good quality of sound. 
 
D. Ambika and V .Radha mainly give an overview of 
various concepts and techniques available for speech 
coding. It describes the way to code the speech signal 
as by using waveform coding, sub band coding and 
LPC. They have used cryptography to provide highest 
level of security as required by the military 
applications. 
 
They have analyzed that sub band coding can be used 

for high quality audio coding, waveform coding for 
efficient reconstruction of exact shape of the speech, 
whereas LPC is the most popular synthesis speech 
coding technique. 
 
2.1 Speech Signal 
Speech is a non-stationary signal where non-
stationary signal is a signal whose frequency changes 
with time. Speech is a band limited signal having a 
bandwidth of 300Hz-3.4kHz.Speech is mainly 
classified as voiced , unvoiced and silence. Voiced 
signals are generated by vibration of vocal cords 
during pronunciation of phoneme. On the contrary, 
Unvoiced signals are a aperiodic vibration of vocal 
cords. 
 
 2.2Classification 
Speech coding is an art of compressing and then 
encoding speech signals. Speech coding techniques 
are classified as: 
 

 
Fig.1 Classification of speech coding techniques 

 
A. Waveform Coding: 
Waveform coding is the simplest one of all the 
coding techniques. It is concerned with preserving the 
shape of analog speech signal to transmit a loyal 
representation of speech. Waveform coders are 
known to have low complexity which produce high 
quality of speech at the rates approximately about 
16kbps. The quality of reconstructed signal degrades 
as data rate is reduced. 
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Pulse Code Modulation 
This is the method of analog to digital conversion. 
The operations that it involves are sampling, 
quantizing and coding based on quantized levels. Bit 
rate can be reduced by using the non-uniform 
quantization of the samples of speech signal. With 
linear quantization good quality of speech can be 
produced using around 12  bits per sample. Bit rate is 
64 kbps.           
 
Companded Pulse Code Modulation 
This method uses logarithm-based function to encode 
audio samples. In companding, at the source 
compression is performed and at the receiver side 
expansion is performed to get back the signal. Here 
input analog signal samples are compressed to 
logarithmic segments and each segment is quantized 
using uniform quantization. 
Two companding standards are: A-law and Mu-
law.A-law inputs up to 13-bit samples and produces 
8-bit codeword.  
 

 =    

 
It reduces dynamic range compression of the signal 
and it increases the coding efficiency.Mu-law inputs 
upto 14-bit samples and produces an output of 8-bit 
codewords.   

 
 
It increases dynamic range compression. Generally 
the value of µ is taken to be 255.[3] 
 
Differential Pulse Code Modulation 
DPCM is a signal encoder that uses the basics of 
PCM and adds some more functions. The input signal 
may be either analog or digital  and this can be 
implemented using two methods. First is take  the 
values of input analog sample and quantize them and 
calculate the difference between the first and the next. 
Instead of taking the previous samples take the 
difference relative to the output of local model of 
decoder and then quantize the difference .[3] 
 
Adaptive Differential  Pulse Code Modulation 
ADPCM uses linear prediction that means it uses the 
previous samples (or several previous samples) to 
predict the current sample. It then calculates the 
difference between the current sample and its 
predication and quantizes the difference. For each 
input sample X(n), output C(n) of the encoder  is 
simply certain number of quantization levels. 
Decoder multiplies this number by the quantization 
step to obtain the reconstructed audio sample. The 
method used is efficient because the quantization step 
is updated on the time ,by both encoder and decoder , 
according to the varying amplitude of the input 
speech samples [3] 

B.   Subband Coding: 
Subband coding is the process of decomposing a 
speech signal into subbands using bandpass filter and 
coding each band separately. To reduce number of 
samples, sampling rate of the signal in each subband 
is reduced by decimation. Decimation depends on the 
ratio of filter output to the filter input. Decimation is 
also known as down sampling which follows Nyquist 
rule according to which range of  the frequencies of 
output filter is more than input to the filter.  As the 
filters are not ideal overlap between adjacent bands or 
aliasing occur during decimation. Filter output after 
decimation is quantized and encoded using different 
encoding schemes like PCM, ADPCM or analysis or 
synthesis filter. The advantage of subband coding is 
that each of the subband can be encoded separately 
using different coders based on perceptual 
characteristics. Decoding and upsampling of encoded 
samples is done at the receiverwhich is further passed 
through reconstruction filter to get back the signal.[4] 
 

 
Fig.2 Block diagram of subband coding 

 
C.   Linear Predictive Coding: 
LPC is considered as a lossy type of coding because 
the output is not same as the input. LPC is powerful, 
good quality and is having a lower bit rate compared 
to other techniques. Two main components are there, 
they are LPC synthesis and LPC analysis. LPC 
analysis checks whether the signal is voiced or 
unvoiced and also finds the pitch of each signal and 
the parameters required to build the source filter 
model. At the receiver side we send the parameters 
obtained from the transmitter side this is done while 
LPC synthesis. It is an all pole filter.[5][6] 

 
 

Fig.3 Block diagram of LPC 
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III. IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Process starts with recording a speech signal using 
audacity software which is used as an input signal to 
the PCM coder. 
Pulse Code Modulation:Step1:Read the recorded 
speech signal in matlab and convert  it to discrete 
form. 
Step2:Then the process of quantization starts. 
Step3:Input the number of bits which decides the 
number of          
quantization levels. 
Step4:Now the samples of the speech input are 
approximated  
 to the nearest quantization level. 
Step5:Codes corresponding to each of the sample are 
then  
 assigned. 
Step6:PCM representation for the input speech is then               
plotted. 
Step7:Inverse of all the above steps is done in order 
to  perform decoding. 
Step8:Observe the decoded signal and compare it 
with the original signal. 
Step9:Change the number of bits used for coding and 
compare the changes in the obtained demodulated 
signal.  

 
Fig.4 Original speech signal 

 

 
Fig.5 Reconstructed signal with 2 number of bits 

 

 
Fig.6 PCM representation with 2 number of bits 

 
Fig.7. Reconstructed signal with 4 number of bits 

 

 
Fig.8 PCM representation with 4 number of bits 

 

Fig.9 Reconstructed signal with 8 number of bits            
 

 
Fig.10 PCM representation with 8 number of bits 

 
IV. RESULTS 
 
As the number of bits are increased, decoded signal 
tend to be identical to the original signal. Less 
number of bits used for encoding results in 
degradation in quality of the reconstructed signal.  
The audience poll was taken wherein 10-15 students 
were asked to listen to the original sound and the 
reconstructed sound as well. They observed that when 
less number of bits were used the sound was not that 
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clear as of the original.  
 

TABLE I. MSE and SNR of signal by varying 
number of bits 

 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Speech coding techniques classified as waveform 
coding, subband coding and linear predictive coding. 
PCM implementation using MatlabR2010a and 
analysis  done by varying the number of bits. Mean 
square error reduces as number of bits are increased 
whereas signal to noise ratio increases 
 
FUTURE WORK 
 
We are going to implement remaining speech coding 
techniques such as Companded PCM, Differential 
PCM, Adaptive DPCM, Subband coding and linear 

predictive coding. To check the efficiency of each of 
the coding technique once we are done with all the 
implementations. 
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